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Nicole Smith, Kelly Sorensen, Mark Schneider, Valerie Nelson, Stephanie Mackler

Advancement
Betsy Witt, Mark Gadson, Jason Bodman, Pamela Panarella, Mark Ouellette, Kristin Maag, Martena Koshon, Abbie Cichowski, Bethany Morin, Rosemary Pall, Lauren Shanahan, Jackie Sierzega, Tim Daniels, Jacqui D'Ercole, Christopher Corish, Catherine Sirizzotti, Doris Moyer, Ava Willis-Barksdale, Maria Carosella, Annparke Sullivan, Mallory Stratton, Jill Leauber Marsteller, Taylor Clark, Sarah Smart, Jamie Karlitch, Colleen Fida, Ingrid Zepp, Michele Steinmetz

Business and Economics
Cindy Harris, Olga Nicoara, Rick Parnell, Steve Aukers, Andy Economopoulos, Scott Burns, Scott Deacle, Rudy Henkel, Jennifer VanGilder, Cathy Bogusky

Campus Safety
William McCoy, Pete 'Pedro' Loof, Rob Coyle, Chris Wilcox, Anthony Bruno, Ray Stitt, Josh Smedley, Paul Harris, John Bera
Staff

Anthropology and Sociology
Jonathan Clark, Lauren Wyne, Jasmine Harris

Athletics
Pat Randolph, Rob Quigley, Tom Cockill, Kevin Small, Marquus Hunter, Stan Exeter, Keith Cappo, Eric Hoffman, Kip Lacy, Mark Feinberg, Stargell Williams, Amy Richmond, Jill Fazzini, Peter Gallagher, Gary Mercadante, Margaret White, Corey Shaffer, Jeff Endy, Tony Caljean, Steve Devlin, Carl Blickle, Cecily Scavicchio, Brittany Montalbano, Kim Valenti, Erin Stroble, Laura Moliken, Sean Lacy, Tim Litz
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Talia Argondezzi, Rebecca Jaroff, Kara McShane, Quinn Gilman-Forlino, Carol Dole, Nzadi Keita

Facilities Services
Mike Twarogowski, Dave Quinter, Jill Chuss, Dave Bennett, Rich DeMenno, Meghan Daly, Neil Tyson, Karen Pumo, John Hillerty, Jennifer Kuklentz, George Myers, Perry Kline, Scott Bessemer, Mike Mackin, Gary Meikrantz, James Shaw, Bob Stillman, Kyle Heimer, Tim Grater, Jason Lupold, RJ Emery

Health and Exercise Physiology
Del Engstrom, Denise Felsenstein, Deborah Feairheller, Stephen Kolwicz, Jr.

Institute for Student Success
Nathan Rein, Nick Hanford, Missy Bryant, Shammah Bermudez, Jan Levingood, Lynne Brault
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Ray Stitt, Gwen Marshall, Matt Miller, Dominique de Saint Etienne, Mydhili Govindarajula, Kerry Gibson, Gene Spencer, Susan Smith, Carolyn Weigel, Diane Skorina, Denise Hartman, Gabe Moliken, Ruth Sprague, Rick Kohn, Clif Davis, Charlie Jamison, Joe Trump, Andy Prock, Greg Skinner, Christine Iannicelli, James Tiggett III
President's Office
Boyle, Robert Clothier, Annette Parker, Heather Lobban-Viravong, Brock Blomberg, Susan Fazio

Psychology
Joel Bish, Wendy Heberlein, Cathy Chambliss, Lauren Makuch, Jennifer Stevenson, Carol Royce, Brent Mattingly, Terry Winegar

Student Affairs
Terrence Williams, Melissa Sanders Giess, Todd McKinney, Deborah Nolan, Jessica Parrillo, Missy Bryant, Kimberly Taylor

Sustainability
Kate Keppen
Presenting our graduates, the class of 2019.

Congratulations Class of 2019!

Good luck, and many safe returns!

Isaac Abrams
Psychology

Julia Adams
Politics

Yusef Ahmed
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and Chemistry

Patrick Ammirati
Applied Economics

Charles Anderson
Media & Communication Studies

Anika Backelin-Harrison
International Relations and Global Feminist Development

Clara Baker
Health & Exercise Physiology

Thomas Bantley
History
Ashlynn Bean  
Biology and Environmental Studies

Colleen Becker  
Applied Economics

Daniel Becker  
Psychology and Philosophy

Jason Bennett  
Physics and Mathematics

Samantha Berlin  
Applied Economics

Angela Bey  
Theater

Caroline Buckley  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Donnay Burden  
Dance and Media & Communication Studies

James Callaghan  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Sarah Carlen  
Media & Communication Studies

Shelby Carmichael  
English and Neuroscience

Faith Carson  
Biology and English
Seniors

Jordan Carver  
Biology

Brian Casey  
Applied Economics

Kayin Chambers  
Applied Economics

Kirk Cherneskie  
Biology

Rebecca Chiger  
Biology

Corinne Cichowicz  
Politics and History

Mikayla Cimino  
Neuroscience and Psychology

Ella Cinq-Mars  
Biology

Aliyah Clark  
Psychology

Brielle Clarke  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Thomas Cleary  
Mathematics

Jacob Clifford  
Media & Communication Studies
2019

Dominic Cohen
Biology

Jonathan Cope
Media & Communication Studies

Sydney Cope
Art & Art History and Neuroscience

Fiona Copeland
English and Classical Studies

Courtney Cortese
Health & Exercise Physiology

Paul Arthur Cottam
Applied Economics and Politics

Maxwell Coulter
Health & Exercise Physiology

Charles Cravotta IV
Biology

Damian Creasy
Computer Science

Callie Crouse
Environmental Studies

Maria Daly
Neuroscience

Rowan Davis
Media & Communication Studies
Seniors

Shy'Quan Davis
Media & Communication Studies

Kieran DeMelfi
Computer Science and Mathematics

Elizabeth Aurora DeWitt
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Maria Dicioccio
Biology

Rachel Dickinson
Health & Exercise Physiology

Melody Dieckman
Biology and Spanish

Samantha Donato
Educational Studies

Julia Dorsheimer
Chemistry

Ashley Doryumu
Media & Communication Studies

Matthew Douglas
Biology

David Drea
Politics and Applied Economics

Courtney DuChene
English and Media & Communication Studies
Matthew Dwyer  
English

Omar Elghawy  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and Chemistry

Jenna Endy  
Health & Exercise Physiology and Dance

Riley Engel  
Media & Communication Studies

Benjamin Espenhorst  
Biology

Lauren Feldman  
Psychology and Music

Kevin Fraser  
Biology

Veronica Fried  
Physics

Adam Friend  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Mara Fulmer  
Applied Economics

Samantha Garritano  
Biology

Brittany Gasser  
Health & Exercise Physiology
Seniors

Kevin Gill
Health & Exercise Physiology

Abigail Goldstein
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Amelia Goldstein
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and Art & Art History

Sydney González
Media & Communication Studies

Zachary Goranson
Mathematics

Hannah Grecian
English

Brandon Greyson
Neuroscience

Jada Grice
English

Mackenzie Groff
Health & Exercise Physiology

Bianca Gualtieri
Physics

Jonathan Guba
Neuroscience and Applied Economics

Stephanie Guzman
Psychology
Stephanie Hawkins  
Biochemistry & Molecular and Applied Ethics

Samantha Hayslett  
Mathematics

Brett Highland  
Applied Economics

Jake Hoffman  
Applied Economics

Kennedy Houck  
Biology and Politics

Sarah Howell  
English and Educational Studies

Brianna Hurley  
English and Spanish

Brendon Islinger  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Sonya Jacobsen  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Kyla Jermin  
English and Philosophy

Indira Joell  
Psychology and Music

Laura Johnson  
American Studies
Seniors

Arielle Jones
Environmental Studies and Spanish

Bryanna Jones
Psychology and African American & Africana Studies

Mikayla Jordan
Psychology

Konstantinos Kariofillis
Biology

Alana Khaytin
Media & Communication Studies

Sebastian Khidhayir-Greco
Environmental Studies

Yoonjung Kim
Biology and Neuroscience

Megan Koeller
History and Spanish

Brittney Korn
Psychology

Jake Lachowicz
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Grace LaDelfa
Media & Communication Studies

Julianne LaRosa
Health & Exercise Physiology
2019

Tyler Lashley  
Biology

Craig Lauer  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Kaitlyn Lawrence  
Environmental Science and Anthropology & Sociology

Melanie Lee  
Biology

Zana Lee  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Alexander Woubeshet Lehr  
Neuroscience and Music

Victoria Lewandowski  
Biology

Brandon Lillian  
Biology and Spanish

Yuqing Liu  
Mathematics

Kathryn Longenecker  
Mathematics

William Loy IV  
Biology

Bailey Ludwig  
English
Elena Ngo
Computer Science

Devin Nielsen
Media & Communication Studies

Matisen O'Brien
Health & Exercise Physiology

Gregory Olsson
Applied Economics

Amber Orfe
Health & Exercise Physiology

Stephen Palis
Applied Economics

Jennifer Pastorino
Psychology and Neuroscience

Bryan Patel
Politics

Zebulin Richard Pfeiffer
Health & Exercise Physiology

Audrey Pitcher
Media & Communication Studies

Caroline Powell
Biology

Braian Qela
Biology
Seniors

Patrick Rowe  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Zonia Rueda  
Biology

Lindsay Rush  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Kailey Ryan  
Psychology

Dylan Ryave  
Music

Rebecca Sanford  
Biology

Nicholas Sarandos  
East Asian Studies

Andrew Schmidt  
Psychology

Brittani Schnable  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and Physics

Alexandra Senger  
Psychology and Educational Studies

Vincent Sergi  
Mathematics

Anika Shah  
Anthropology & Sociology
2019

Kasey Sheahan  
Biology

Chloe Sheraden  
History and Gender, Women's & Sexuality Studies

Bridget Sherry  
Applied Economics and Spanish

Elliott Shevitz  
Applied Economics

Ayanna Simmons  
Psychology

Audrey Simpson  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and Dance

Julia Singer  
Applied Economics and Psychology

Lisa Skiles  
Physics and Computer Science

Sarah Snider Leonhauser  
Chemistry

John Solomon  
Politics and International Relations

Alexander Soriano  
Health & Exercise Physiology

Rebecca Souders  
Media & Communication Studies
Seniors

Julia Stern
English

Bernard Steyaert
PreEngineering

William Strausser
Computer Science

Gregory Stryker
International Relations and History

Moriah Suzuki
Mathematics

Jessica Taddeo
Biology

Roumaissaa Tailassane
International Relations and Middle Eastern Studies

Lindsay Taranto
Psychology

Felix Thomas
Computer Science

Joanna Timmerman
Psychology and Educational Studies

Gabriella Timuscuk
Health & Exercise Physiology

Nadia Tsao
Applied Economics and International Relations
2019

Carter Usowski
Biology

Travis Venables
Biology

Alec Vera
Applied Economics

Andrew Voyack
Biology

Marisa Waite
Psychology

Will Wells
Psychology

Eric Williams Jr.
Media & Communication Studies

Matt Williams
Applied Economics

Elizabeth Wolosin
Biology

Sarah Wonsidler
Neuroscience, German and Psychology

Sophia Worthington-Kirsch
Chemistry

Tim Yarosh
Computer Science
Seniors

Noah Yeagley
Neuroscience and Psychology

Chenyu Yin
Applied Economics

Xinyun Zhang
Psychology, East Asian Studies

Not Photographed:

Gabriella Altmire
Benjamin Amaral
Samuel Asiedu
Pierre Atkinson
Alexandra Bailey
Alexa Beacham
Patrick Bernicker
Emily Blaszkow
Julissa Bonilla
Mikaela Bordonaro
Morgan Bradley
Alexander Bratsis
Andrew Brown
Sarah Buick
Matthew Bull
Michael Burke
Joseph Cammarano
Huiting Cao
Thomas Cardozo
Timothy Carroll
Graham Cepress-McLean
Nicholas Chambers
Ting Chi
Kevin Choice
Evan Cirafesi
Bennett Collins
Morgan Cope
Samantha Crossan
Anthony Cutrufo
Nicole Dalasio
Sarah DeFelice
Zachary Dellicompagni
Alexa DelMonte
Peter DeSimone
Wilbert Diaz
Jarret DiGiantomasso
Emily DiGiorgio
Jordene Downer
Ian Dysinger
Alonzo Elias
Justin Ellick
Jillian Falduto
Collin Fazziola
Kristyn Fetterman
Kaitlyn France
Isabelle Geddes
Malik Geraci
Katarina Gereda
Samantha Gerenser
Sophie Gioffre
Amira Gomez
Tingyue Gong
Derek Gulotta
Matthew Hartigan
Jacob Heimbaugh
Kalina Hieshima
Edward Howlette
Eric Hua
Elizabeth Iobst
Samuel Isola
Caroline Jones
Thomas Kelly
Nicholas Kirk
Josef Klausner
Benjamin Klybor
Vilajet Kovaci
Jasmine Lavasani
Eric LeBlanc
Mark LeDuc
Anna Lee
Tyler Lelii
John Lilley
Malcolm Loh
Alana Lorraine
Allison Lubczanski
Cassidy Mazza
Alexander McCarthy
Donte McCarthy
Emily McGarrigle
William McGinley
Megan McTaggart
Reed Meakim
Melendez Marcos
Alexander Middleman
Eric Miller
Julia Mills
Michael Mimmo
Justin Molyneaux
Isabella Morris
Zachary Muredda
Jacob O'Neill
Timothy Pannuzzo
Samuel Pope
Jesse Ricardi
Jahkel Robin
Jonathan Romero
Matthew Roselli
Samson Rosenthal
Derek Rudy
Nolan Sachs
Rebecca Sanford
Alexander Sanger
Jessica Saunders
Serena Schaefer
Sophie Segel
Rosina Shipman
Alexis Short
Alexis Showers
Daan Slaats
Mysterie Sylla
Roumaissaa
Tailassane
Chelsey Thomas
Andrew Tourlitis
Nick Tulio
Althea Unertl
William Wehrs
Tyler Weiss
Leo Welsh
Taylor Wilson
Kyle Woulfe
Kelly Wright
Xichang Wu
Yalin Yang
Susana Zelaya Rivere
Campus Scenes

Photos provided by Edward Sena'22 and Jeff Fusco Photography.
Roster:

MJ Adesanya
Charles Anderson
Rashaun Bailey
Blake Becker
Matthew Bevan
William Boyle
Mitchell Bradford
Brett Capobianco
Thomas Cardozo
Octavius Carter
Justin Casey
Kirk Cermeshkie
Carmen Christiana
Dominick Cipolone
Tom Cleary
Jacob Clifford
Tim Coleman
Mike Conforti
Shane Conlin
Quaran Davis
Kevin Deal
Justin DeFrancesco
Bailey Delp
Brandon Derby
Aaron Diamond
Ardashes Dulgerian
Josh Echevarria
Joshua Ejiofor
Ben Espenhurst
Danny Freeman
Barry Gaines
Matt Gallagher
Stacey Gardner
Thomas Garlick
Russell Gawlak
Luke Gehlhaus
Zach Goss
Zach Gravelle
Stephen Gribben
Michael Gruner
Kevin Hahn
Zachary Hampton
Matt Hartigan
Brett Highland
Brandon Holub
Steve Honick
Parris Januskev
Jared Johns-Lupold
Robert Johnson
Ian Johnson
Shane Jones
Thomas Katzenmoyer
Andrew Kelly
Aidan Klassen
Shane Jones
Roster Continued:

Thomas Katzenmoyer
Andrew Kelly
Aidan Klassen
Jonathan Klee
Brett Korn
Charles Layton
Thomas Katzenmoyer
Andrew Kelly
Aidan Klassen
Jonathan Klee
Brett Korn
Charles Layton
Eric Levai
Jeffrey Lockwood
Ryan Loughlin
Alex Lunn
James Marinelli
Justin Martinez
Michael Maus
Jeffrey McAbee
Jacob McCain
Colton McCord
Tom McCormack
Michael McMillin
Thomas Millison
Jose Morales
Zachary Mower
Nolan Murt
Antonio Nakos
Kwasi Nynah
Greg Olexon
Gregory Quirk
Samuel Ragland
Marco Ramos
Anthony Reginelli
Mike Reilly
Harry Riley
Steven Rose
Cohen Ryan
Griffin Salvo
Raymond Saunders
Logan Schlueter
James Schuld
Brendan Shadle
Morgan Shadle
Darren Sipf
Julian Spain
Jack Spingler
Kyon Thomas
Jack Thomas
William Thomas
Noah Thomas
Zachary Throne
Chris Trainor
Matthew Trainor
Fasineh Turay
Nick Vandeveere
Alec Vera
Deric Vincent
Keith Wagner
Marcus Weather
Steven Weissman
Cole Wetherhold
Kyle Wiggins
Trajan Womack
Evan Yanagawa
CJ Zimmerman
Field Hockey

Roster:
Mary Margaret Baldy
Devon Carroll
Zia Cooper
Maria DiCioccio
Gemma Dufoe
Annelie Freed
Addie Frey
Anna Hall
Madison Handwerger
Gabriela Howell
Mikayla Jordan
Meghan Lashley
Catherine Leahy
Jamie Mayer
Erin McIlhenny
Brianne Nicholas
Kayla Paulson
Abbie Roberts
Erin Saybolt
Bridget Sherry
Jules Singer
Jill Verrelle
Cross Country

Roster:

Men:
Kyle Berardi
Jonny Cope
John DeLia
Bradley Duncan-Taylor
Dylan Geissinger-Tuttle
John Haase
Marcos Maciel
Ed Martinez
Logan Mazullo
Colin McCarty
James McDaid
Nate Raffier
Brandon Sloboda
Ian Steele
Caleb Torres
Andrew Voyack
Jesse Wun
Logan Yoquinto

Women:
Amanda Choi
Riley Engel
Lauren Ferguson
Brittany Gasser
Lola Holcomb
Bianca Joseph
Page LaCava
Alyson Manley
Gabrielle Manto
Maddie McHugh
Audrey Simpson
Ellie Stanley
Meredith Steele
Madison Tillman
Women's Soccer

Roster:

Brittany Banks
Taylor Beaumont
Colleen Becker
Shannon Blessing
Rachel Burcaw
Rachel Coleman
Makenna Conklin
Gracia DiBianco
Sabrina Doherty
Sarah Embley
Jenna Endy
Julia Ewing
Kelly Gardus
Angela Gervasi
Mackenzie Groff
Skylar Knapp
Sarah Lafharis
Mariyah Lesh
Kayla O'Malley
Tatum Omlor
Caitlin O'Neill
Bridget Rauh
Emma Russell
Kailey Ryan
Cailey Sanchez
Kasey Sheahan
Zoe Tesone
Avery Webster
Leigh Willis
Sarah Wixted
Men's Soccer

Roster:

Samuel Adeniyi
Ben Amaral
Alexis Ayala
Dylan Bagley
Alejandro Barreto
D.J. Briggs
Mike Buck
Braden Burns
Aiden Cooper
Christian D'Ascenzo
Ian Dawsey
Kevin Devlin
Jake Fernandez
Mason Groff
Jacob Helwig
Colin Holtzman
Connor Howse
Sibarashwe Kanjanda
Matthew Kenwood
Joe Kilday
Noah Kilday
Colin Klingman
Brandon Lillian
Rocco Mesoraca
Justin Molyneaux
Devin Nunemaker
Aidan O'Malley
John Romero
Derek Rudy
Alex Sanger
Ian Sanger
Daan Slaats
Santiago Van Ness
Martinez
Christian Wady
Tim Yarosh
Golf

Roster:

Men's:
Jack Bagnell
Brian Barrett
Liam Bradley
Bennett Collins
Ryan Hodgdon
Ryan Moliken
Rob Moore
John Murray
Kyle Quaglierio
Daniel Schlitt
Kai Toomey

Women's
Suzanne Angermeier
Carolyn DeCicco
Alissa DiGuglielmo
Jessica Lamarca
Emily McGarrigle
Addisen Miller
Cheerleading

Roster:
Madeleine Bua
Jenna Cavaliere
Ana Dersimonian
Katelyn Doherty
Jess Dorley
Alina Dreps
Harley Dunlap
Julia Herrero
Kayla Hoffman
Amira Jowers
Emma Maurer
Marissa Spiegel
Tatiana Swindell
Ellie Templeton
Ashley Thomas
Volleyball

Roster:
Paige DeAlba
Olivia DeBonte
Miranda Foster
Sydney Gonzalez
Emily Harris
Amanda Ladzinski
Kaitlyn McGinley
Hannah Merges
Lauren Novotny
Meghan O'Leary
Lydia Pierce
Kelly Piotrowicz
Grace Sullivan
Swimming

Roster:

Men's
Thomas Bantley
Daniel Becker
Matthew Buccella
James Callaghan
Ryan Carkhuff
William Cliff
Maxwell Coulter
Kevin Gill
Reid Harpel
Jared Krawetz
Casey Lear
Reid Luksic
Jacob Menzer
Daniel Mueser
Johnathan Myers
Devin Nielsen
Daniel Powell
Michael Prior
Michael Rasauch
Thomas Rogers
Matthew Seeburger
Samuel Sjosten
Matt Snyder
Travis Venables

Women's
Clara Baker
Charlotte Bernot
Stephanie Chell
Gabriela Howell
Katherine Kurzinsky
Sophie Lear
Margrethe Leis
Kathryn Longenecker
Peyten Lyons
Katherine Madden
Sophie May
Katelyn Moore
Ro Murphy
Caroline Powell
Liv Rachael
Katie Schultz
Haley Sturla
Allison Thomas
Gabriella Timuscuk
Gymnastics

Roster:
Samantha Aguirre
Emma Brown
Breanna Couts
Taylor Cusick
Hailey DiCicco
Emma Gable
Skylar Haas
Kaylin Knapsack
Alex Lacey
Eleanor LaFountain
Matisen O'Brien
Gabrielle Pitt
Lindsay Rush
Abigail Schwerdt
Autumn Snape
Danielle Terrenzio
Sabrina Tusavitz
Tennis

Roster:

Women:
Summer Burkholder
Abigail Coachi
Cara Freedman
Madisen Harvey
Jessica Leach
Maddie Russell
Maddie Sorebo
Caitlyn Sorelle
Brenna Trkula

Men:
Kyle Bookman
Connor Defaber-Schumacher
Matt Fontanese
Mason Groff
Simbarashe Kanjanda
Jake Lachowicz
Track & Field

Roster:

Men's
Zack Beavers
Kyle Berardi
Austin Bittenbender
Leroy Brown
Octaviouss Carter
Jonny Cope
Zach Crebbin
Shy Quan Davis
John DeLia
Bradley Duncan-Taylor
Mike Felix
Nick Galbraith
Matt Gallagher
Trey Gavin
Evan Giannetti
Riley Grouke
John Haase
Brody Johnson
Andre Kelly
Noah Kilday
Craig Lauer
David Lippe
Ryan Loughlin
Marcos Maciel
Edward Martinez
Logan Mazullo
Colin McCarty
James McDaid
Billy McKernan
Griffin McMann
Jose Morales
Gary Nagle
Daniel Powell
George Psaradakis
Nate Raffier
Tyler Reilly
Brandon Slaboda
Ken Sprankle
Ian Steele
Caleb Torres
Andrew Voyack
Steven Weissman
Tyree Williams-Jackson
Jesse Wun
Codi Yhap
Logan Yoquinto
Adam Zucker
Roster
Continued:

Women's
Bella Almonte
Zofia Balkerek
Tori Bearden
Mikaela Bordonaro
Caroline Buckley
Amanda Choi
Michela Coleman
Rachel Coleman
Rachel Conhoff
Morgan Cope
Matilda Coppes
Rosie Cuomo
Catherine Curran
Neve Durrwather
Riley Engel
Lauren Ferguson
Brittany Gasser
Lola Holcomb
Kate Hunt
Bianca Joseph
Alexa Lewis
Alyson Manley
Gabrielle Manto
Jamie Mayer
Maddie McHugh
Kira Miller
Kamil Nazih
Molly Rodebaugh
Vikki Rueda-Juarez
Sophia Simoes
Audrey Simpson
Gianna Speranza
Ellie Stanley
Meredith Steele
Chelsea Stitt
Kateryna Swan
Madison Tillmann
Gabriella Timucuk
Zenya Yanoff
Wrestling

Roster:

Patrick Ammirati
Daniel Bliss
Val Bogachev
Thomas Boldosser
Hunter Brown
Ray Calderaio
Alfred Corradetti
Anthony Cutrufoello
John DeLia
Zachary Dellicompagni
Jarret DiGiantomasso
Robert Fiedler
Jake Folk
Zachary Goranson
Brandon Greyson
Derek Gulotta
James Harkness
Brady Herr
Edward Howlette
Malcolm Hunt
Alex Koenig
Max Liggett
Ben Maack
Clint Matthew
William McGinley
Brandon Miller
Colin Monahan
Gary Nagle
Patrick O'Toole
Zebulin Pfeiffer
Patrick Rowe
Kyle Schaffer
Kyle Seibert
Noah Supsic
Theo Vlahos
Collin Wickramaratna
Charlie Wildermuth
Jason Zollers
Women's Basketball

Roster:
Francesca Bogiatzis
Elizabeth Burke
Brielle Clarke
Gabby Downs
Molly Duncan
Katherine Eekhoff
Lydia Konstanzer
Maya Kornfeld
Kaci McNeave
Marisa Morano
Maddy Sorokanych
Aliyah Stephens
Toni Suler
Men's Basketball

Roster:
Bruce Edwards
Luke Godzieba
George Gordon
Ryan Hughes
Ryan McTamney
Zack Muredda
Lucas Olshevski
Jake O'Neill
Jack Packer
Shane Stark
Peyton Vostenak
Eric Williams Jr.
Matt Williams
Women's Lacrosse

Roster:
Brittney Bedrossian
Emily Blaszkow
Kylie Cherneskie
Courtney Cortese
Hanna Crowley
Emily DiGiorgio
Molly Divis
Rachel Dunne
Katherine Eckhoff
Kaitlyn France
Julia Gilpin
Abby Goldstein
Carli Heimann
Julia Kohout
Abby Krasutsky
Grace Langen
Becca Lewis
Kaci McNeave
Reilly Morgan
Alice Nathanson
Haley O'Malley
Alyssa Penny
Hannah Reape
Tori Rubin
Bridget Sherry
Jill Verrelle
Hannah Wolfram
Men's Lacrosse

Roster:

Hakan Atillasoy
Aiden Baltz
Eric Bauer
Patrick Bernicker
Brooks Buck
Tim Carroll
Brian Casey
Julian Castilleja
Alex Dean
Peter DeSimone
Joe Donnelly
Noah Frantz
Cole Gannon
Ben Goetz
Joshua Grahame
Aaron Grill
Sam Isola
Nick Kirk
Rei Lopez
Christian Maienschein
Andrew Malicki
Bobby McClure
Joe Mercurio
Alex Middleman
Ben Minardi
Sam Mutz
Luke Nachazel
Matt Nunziata
Siam Owen
Deven Patel
Chris Porzell
Joe Quintiliano
Tommy Reinhart
Nolan Sachs
Evan Scott
Elliot Shevitz
Jake Stackpole
Tre Tillman
Andrew Touliitis
Kevin Travis
Ian Vogt
Parker Wolf
Softball

Roster:
Delaney Baker
Mackenzie Brennan
Faith Carson
Michela Coleman
Morgan Comfort
Callie Crouse
Sammi Donato
Julia Eckels
Samantha Garritano
Jennifer Hammons
Megan Hasulak
Gabby Ilyes
Amanda Ladzinski
Heather Lazer
Gabrielle Manto
Kailey Martin
Kayla McTamney
Alyssa Myers
Kayla Quinn
Ally St. Jean
Christina Wentz
Baseball

Roster:
Connor Barrett
Matt Bull
Brendan Cummins
Nick DeFeo
David Drea
Matteo Falcone
Dom Fiorentino
Casey Fitzsimmons
Drew Fowler
Liam Geib
Nolan Graber
R.J. Grace
Eric Gross
Andrew Hartman
Jack Hendricks
Dan Icaza
Tom Jacobs
Mark LeDuc
Jon Moldoff
Alex Mumme
A.J. Palumbo
Will Peiffer
Tim Pyne
Aidan Rogers
Jerry Scavone
Matt Schmitz
James Schuld
Alex Soriano
Mike Stanziale
Kyle Supran
Jake Supran
Carter Usowski
Karl Velikonja
Luke Verga
Kappa Delta Kappa
Phi Alpha Psi
Alpha Delta Phi Society
Delta Pi Sigma

Alpha Phi Epsilon

Pi Omega Delta
Greek Unity
In Memoriam

Remembering active members of campus who we have lost this past year

Gary Hodgson

Beloved UC employee, Gary Hodgson passed away on January 9, 2018. While many remember Gary as a stellar Ursinus campus safety officer whose career at the college spanned more than 27 years, he also called play-by-play for many Ursinus football games. In addition to his roles at Ursinus, Gary was a sports announcer for both CBS radio and the local ABC affiliate. An adored employee who was most often seen traversing campus in his trusted golf cart, Gary is fondly remembered for his booming voice, which belied a big, welcoming smile that routinely greeted students with laughter, warmth and more than a few interesting stories. He is missed by the UC community and beyond.

Bill Racich

Longtime Ursinus wrestling coach, Bill Racich passed away September 21, 2018. A legend in collegiate wrestling, Bill had been the Bears’ head coach for the better part of four decades. He ranks first in wins among all men’s single-sport coaches ever to serve at the college, fourth on the NCAA’s all-time list for all divisions and second among all active coaches. Racich brought an incredible enthusiasm for his role as a teacher and mentor, and leaves behind a legion of student-athletes who were forever changed for the better by his presence. His legacy at Ursinus will continue to live on.
Thank You!

A huge thank you to everyone who helped make the 2019 Ruby Yearbook possible!

Thank you... to the Communications Office, Jeff Fusco Photography, Jim Roese Photography, Amelia Goldstein, Edward Sena, and all others who contributed beautiful photos!

Thank you... to the yearbook staff for your hard work: Allyssa Borrelli, Carolyn DeCicco, Sarah Johns, Ashley Kaminski, Sarah Marchione, Edward Sena and Lydia Zhang!

Thank you... to the dedicated and always helpful editor Tiffini-Amber Eckenrod!

Thank you... to the Ruby's Jostens liaison, Bill Straub, for providing assistance and guidance throughout this process!

Thank you... to the wonderful yearbook advisor, Annparke Sullivan!

Congratulations

Class of 2019!